
 
 

 
 

ACS Conference 2014 - Post-Conference Essay 
 
I had a blast at ACS Sacramento. It was such a gift to be plucked from my usual routine and deposited                     
in northern California for the better part of a week, with no mandate other than to learn as much                   
about cheese as I could. What follows is a brief diaristic recap of my days in Sacramento. 
 

Tuesday, 29th July 
 
6:45am. I arrived, bleary and undercaffeinated, at San Francisco’s Ferry Building for my             
pre-conference tour: “3 Generations of Women in Cheese”. The Cowgirl Creamery shop and cafe              
opened early just for us, with grilled sandwiches, yogurt and granola cups, and hot coffee. We                
boarded the bus and wound our way through the city, chatting with our guide Vivian Straus and                 
watching as San Francisco woke up around us. The view of the bay as we crossed the Golden Gate                   
Bridge, all shrouded in that world-famous fog, was enough to stun me into happy silence. I found all                  
three places we visited to be welcoming and illuminating. There’s nothing like actually seeing other               
places where cheeses are made - especially cheeses I’ve enjoyed and admired for years. Having               
access to these places and the people who work there was a really special thing for me. Being still                   
quite new to cheesemaking, I’m incredibly curious about the spaces in which other cheesemakers              
work. Also great to see where and how their animals live. (I just about fell in love with the goats of                     
Redwood Hill.) The visits inspired ideas for changes we could make to our own practices. The bus                 
arrived in Sacramento just in time for the New Member & First Time Attendee reception at the                 
conference hotel. Filled out a paper quiz entitled “Ikea or Cheese?” Despite being both a lifelong                
cheese eater and Ikea fan, did not get all the answers right. For shame! Was introduced to a few board                    
and staff members who made this shy rookie feel very welcome. 

 
Wednesday, 30th July 

 
A packed day. Many moments of “You too?! I thought that was just us!” while talking and listening to                   
other cheesemakers. Ticketed tasting session on pairings and flavour perception was fascinating - I’m              
now armed with a greater understanding of how/why humans form taste judgements. I feel better               
able to relate to customers and co-workers now when we taste and grade cheeses together. We heard                 
from FDA representatives at the Annual Business Meeting. Really appreciate the efforts by the ACS               
towards establishing a dialogue and glad the FDA came by. Interested to see more instances of                
collaboration like this. Great session on the Microbiology of Cheese Rinds left me with lots to think                 
about and many many things to read up on. One of the fun things about the conference is that it                    
attracts non-American presenters and attendees. Having international representation here is great           
for our industry I think. So far I’ve met a few fellow Australians I hope to keep in contact with. Then                     
came Meet the Cheesemaker. So many cheeses, so little time. It was great fun to discover new (to me)                   
creameries and their cheeses as I tasted my way up and down the aisles. I was also struck by the                    
clarity and creativity of some of the gorgeous print materials that these companies had. Yet a                
different category of ideas and inspiration there for my creamery as well.  
 

Thursday, 31st July 
 
Quick breakfast and off to the first of two Scholar-in-Residence consultations today. I brought four               
wedges of cheese and a long list of questions. Marc Bates and Nana Farkaye were enlightening,                
confirming some of my hunches, and providing scientific explanations for things I could only              
previously describe as “not right” or “seems right”. And they suggested tweaks in our make process                



 
 

 
 

and affinage practices that I’m eager to try out back at the creamery. Not to neglect the other end of                    
the product cycle, after lunch I went to hear David Bryant and John Scharffenberger on               
entrepreneurship and brand development. Great insights on marketing and how to address the “so              
what’s new?” question that’s often posed by customers. Afterwards I visited the Fromagex booth and               
met Robert Aguilera. After countless emails and lots of long-distance assistance, it was very nice to                
finally be able to put a face to the name! He showed me a sample of a new cheese mould we’re thinking                      
of trying out at the creamery. Pretty invaluable to actually be able to see and feel what we’d                  
potentially be working with if we went ahead with the decision. Having now met cheeseworkers of all                 
stripes, I have a new appreciation for the breadth of occupations involved in the cheese industry.                
The cheese world is underpinned by passion and fueled by the ingenuity, cooperation, and sheer               
knives-to-curd labour of makers, mongers, and everyone in between. So glad to be a part of this                 
network. 
 

Friday, 1st August 
 
Ah, how to choose which session to attend? Sometimes, as I learned later, you just have to go with                   
your gut. And that’s how I ended up in Ari Weinzweig’s interactive “Managing Ourselves” session. The                
information taught to us turned out to be immediately useful and very engaging. I hope to share the                  
self-management techniques (on positive energy, self-care, visioning, etc) with my colleagues back at             
the creamery - I have a feeling they’ll help us stay upbeat and productive on marathon make days!                  
The last session of the day centred on a question we ask ourselves often as cheesemakers. Creating an                  
American Original or Sticking with Tradition made for a thoughtful dialogue between a             
cheesemaker, a distributor and a retailer, with plenty of audience input. [It’s bittersweet thinking              
back to this session - one of the cheeses central to the discussion has now been discontinued due to                   
concerns over increased and uncertain regulatory scrutiny.] The Festival of Cheese was...dizzying            
and fantastical. You have to see it to believe it!  
 

********** 
 
In truth, everything ACS 2014 threw at me was more than I could digest (both mentally and                 
gastrointestinally) in those four days and nights. Short of cloning myself three times over, I truly felt                 
as if there were more cheeses to taste, more ideas to absorb, more people to meet, more questions to                   
ask, and more sessions to attend than I could’ve possibly accomplished in the time I had. But, I think,                   
therein lies the beauty and the value of attending the conference. Between all the handouts, lecture                
notes, first-hand experiences and scholar feedback, I’ve come away with ideas both aspirational and              
immediately applicable - not to mention enough fodder for thought to last me until at least next                 
year’s conference. And I’ve returned to work with renewed energy and enthusiasm for the craft of                
cheesemaking. Attending the conference is the gift that will keep on giving, and I cannot thank the                 
Scholarship Committee enough for choosing me to be one of this year’s recipients.  


